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Abstract

A popular approach for �D registration of partially�
overlapping range images is the ICP �iterative closest
point� method and many of its variations� The major
drawback of this type of iterative approaches is that
they require a good initial estimate to guarantee that
the correct solution can always be found� In this pa�
per� we propose a new method� the RANSAC�based
DARCES �data�aligned rigidity�constrained exhaus�
tive search� method� which can solve the partially�
overlapping �D registration problem e�ciently and re�
liably without any initial estimation� Another impor�
tant characteristic of our method is that it requires no
local features in the �D data set� An extra characteris�
tic is that� for the noiseless case� the basic algorithm of
our DARCES method can guarantee that the solution
it �nds is the true one� due to its exhaustive�search
nature� Even with the nature of exhaustive search�
its time complexity can be shown to be relatively low�
Experiments have demonstrated that our method is ef�
�cient and reliable for registering partially�overlapping
range images�

� Introduction

Registration of two partially�overlapping range im�
ages taken from di	erent views is an important task
in �D computer vision� In general� if there is no ini�
tial knowledge about the poses of these two views� the
information used for solving the �D registration prob�
lem is mainly the �D shape of the common parts of
the two partially�overlapping data sets� In the past�
a popular type of approaches to solve the �D regis�
tration problem is the iterative approach 
��
��� Iter�
ative approaches have the advantages that they are
fast and easy�to�implement� However� the drawbacks
are that �i� they require a good initial estimate to
prevent the iterative process to be trapped in a local
minimum� and �ii� there is no guarantee of getting the

correct solution even for the noiseless case� Another
popular type of methods is the feature�based approach


�
��� Feature�based approaches have the advantages
that they do not require initial estimates of the rigid�
motion parameters� Their drawbacks are mainly that
�i� they can not solve the problem in which the �D
data sets contain no prominent�salient local features
�see Fig� ���� and �ii� a large percentage of computa�
tion time is usually spent on preprocessing� which in�
clude the extraction of invariant features 
�
�� and the
organization of the extracted feature�primitives �e�g��
sorting 
�� hashing
��� etc��� In this paper� a new
approach is introduced for �D registration of range
images� which requires neither complex preprocessing
nor initial transformation�

This paper is organized as follows� Section �
presents our new approach� the DARCES �Data�
Aligned Rigidity�Constrained Exhaustive Search�
method� for solving the fully�contained �D registra�
tion problem� Section � then extends the basic pro�
cedure to the RANSAC�based DARCES method for
solving the partially�overlapping �D registration prob�
lem� Section  shows some experimental results� and
Section � gives some conclusions and discussions�

� DARCES Method for fully�

contained �D Registration

Given two data sets� namely� the scene data set and
the model data set� the problem of �D registration is
to �nd the �D rigid transformation that can make the
overlapping region of the two data sets as large as
possible� In this section� we �rst consider a simpler
�D registration problem that the shape of the scene
data set is completely contained in the shape of the
model data set� We call such a problem the fully con�

tained �D registration �FC�DR� problem� First� we
select some reference points from the scene surface� as
shown in Fig� ��a�� For example� we can select the ref�
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Figure �� �a� Selection of the reference points in the
scene surface� �b� Selection of a set of control points
from these reference points�

erence points by uniform sampling from the indexing
grids of the range images� or we can use all the data
points contained in the scene data set as the refer�
ence points �which will be less e�cient�� In the subse�
quent processing� a set of control points �at least three�
are selected from these reference points� as shown in
Fig� ��b��

��� Use of Three Control Points

In this section� we consider only the case where
three control points are used� The three selected con�
trol points will be called the primary point Sp� the
secondary point Ss� and the auxiliary point Sa� respec�
tively�

First� in the model data set� consider the possible
corresponding points of the primary point Sp� With�
out the knowledge of feature attributes� every �D
point contained in the model data set can be a possi�
ble correspondence of the primary point� Hence� the
primary point will be hypothesized to correspond to
each of the nm points in the model data set� where
nm is the number of model points� Notice that our
method can be easily extended so that available fea�
ture attributes associated with each �D data point�
�e�g�� �D curvature or image luminance� can be used
to reduce the number of possible correspondence�

Now� suppose Sp is hypothesized to correspond to
a model point Mp� Then� in the model data set� we
try to �nd some candidate points corresponding to the
secondary point Ss using the rigidity constraint� Let
the distance between Sp and Ss be dps� The corre�
sponding model point of Ss must lie on the surface of
a sphere Cs whose center isMp and radius is dps� That
is� Cs � fp � �x� y� z� j jjp �Mpjj � dpsg� In other
words� once the corresponding model point of the pri�
mary point Sp is hypothesized to beMp� the search for
Ms� the candidate model point corresponding to the
secondary point Ss� can be limited to a small range

(a) (b)
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Figure �� �a� The triangle formed by the three con�
trol points selected from the scene data set� �b� The
search region �in the model data set� for �nding the
correspondence of the secondary control point is re�
stricted to the surface of a sphere�
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Figure �� �a� Sq is the orthogonal projection of Sa to
the line segment SpSs� �b� The search region in the
model data set for �nding the correspondence of the
auxiliary control point is restricted to the contour of
a �D circle�

which is the surface of a sphere with radius dps� as
shown in Fig� ��

After the corresponding model points of both the
primary point Sp and the secondary point Ss are hy�
pothesized to be Mp and Ms� respectively� we can
then consider the constrained search range of the aux�
iliary point Sa� The candidates ofMa� the correspond�
ing model pont of the auxiliary scene data point Sa�
should be found �if Ma exists� within a limited search
range determined byMp�Ms and dqa� where dqa is the
distance between Sq and Sa� and Sq is the orthogonal
projection of Sa to the line segment SpSs� as shown in
Fig� ��a�� It is easy to see that the candidates of Ma

must lie on the circle Ca centered at Mq with radius
dqa� where Mq is the �D position corresponding to Sq �
That is� Ca � fp � �x� y� z� j jjp �Mqjj � dqa� and
pMq is perpendicular to MpMsg�

After all the three control points are successfully



aligned with the model surface� a unique rigid trans�
formation� namely Tc� can be determined by using
the three pairs of point correspondence� �Sp�Mp��
�Ss�Ms� and �Sa�Ma�� We then verify Tc by using
all the reference points� With the rigid transforma�
tion of Tc� all the reference points� Sr� � Sr� � ���� Srnr �
can be brought to new positions S�

r�
� S�

r�
� ���� S�

rnr
� We

count the number of occurrences� namely� No� that S
�

ri

is successfully aligned with the model surface �i�e�� the
distance between S�

ri
and the model surface is smaller

than a threshold� for all i� i � �� �� ���� nr� Here� No

is called the overlapping number of the transformation
Tc�

For each possible three�point correspondence� an
overlapping number can be computed as described
above� Then� the rigid transformation with the largest
overlapping number is selected as the solution of our
registration task� In general� the registration result
provided by the DARCES method is accurate to some
extent� This result can be further re�ned by some well�
known iterative procedure 
��
��� In our method� the
ICP method 
�� is used for re�nement� When imple�
menting the DARCES algorithm� direct search in the
�D space on the surface of a sphere or on the bound�
ary of a circle may not be a trivial task� Therefore�
we exploit the fact that a range image can be indexed
by projecting the �D data points onto an index plane�
With some deliberation� it is not hard to �nd that the
search of the matching candidates of the secondary
and the auxiliary points can be restricted within some
squared search regions in the index plane� and hence�
the implementation can be considerably simpli�ed�

Next� consider the triangle formed by the three con�
trol points� If a smaller triangle is employed when se�
lecting the three control points� a faster search speed
can be achieved� However� if the triangle is selected to
be too small� the computed rigid transformation will
be very sensitive to noise� Hence� how to determine
an acceptable minimal triangle for the DARCES pro�
cedure is an important issue� Here� we assume that
the average position error of the data points �includes
both the data acquisition error of the range��nder and
the quantization error� be e� and let c be the center of
the triangle �see Fig� �� For a scene point P whose
distance to c is t� the alignment error caused by e will
be enlarged to x� Here� we de�ne the enlargement ra�

tio to be h � x�t� It can be shown that if we want the
enlargement ratio to be smaller than a threshold H � d
should be larger than dmin �

p
�e�H � where dmin is

referred to as the edge length of the acceptable min�
imal triangle� For example� assume that e � ��� mil�
limeter �mm� and we hope to control the enlargement
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Figure � Illustration for determining the acceptable
minimal triangle�

ratio to be smaller than h � ���� Then� dmin � �����
mm� In our work� the size of the triangle is �xed to
a small constant� which is determined by the above
analysis� Thus� the time required for search can be
signi�cantly reduced�

Let nd be the equivalent number of pixels �in the
index plane� for an edge segment of length dmin in
the �D space� The time complexity of the DARCES
method using three control points can be shown to be
O�nm�nd

��nd�nd�nr��� � O�nm �nd��nm �nr �nd��
where nm is the number of the model data points and
nr is the number of the reference points chosen from
the scene data points� In practice� nr is usually chosen
to be a small fraction of nm� and nd is typically even
smaller� For example� for the case shown in Fig� ��
nm � ����� nr � ���� and nd � ��

��� Use of More Than Three Control
Points

In this section� we consider the case where more

than three control points are used� Let the nc �nc � ��
control points selected from the scene data set be de�
noted by Sp� Ss� Sa �the �rst three control points��
and S�� S�� ���� Snc �all the other control points��
Here� the search procedure is similar to the one de�
scribed in Section ��� for the case of using three con�
trol points� except that all the nc control points �in�
stead of only three control points� have to �nd their
possible candidates before computing the overlapping
number � which is a relatively time�consuming pro�
cess having complexity of O�nr�� That is� once the
�rst three control points� Sp� Ss� and Sa� �nd their
possible candidates� Mp� Ms� Ma� during the search
process� the rigid transformation Tc computed with
those three possible matches will be used to sequen�
tially transform each of the remaining control point�
Si� i � � �� ���� nc� to a new position� TcSi� and check if



TcSi satis�es the alignment constraint �i�e�� if its dis�
tance to the model data set is smaller than a given
threshold�� As long as any one of the remaining con�
trol points does not satisfy the alignment constraint�
we jump out immediately and search for another new
set of candidate matches for the control points� By
using this early jump�out strategy� the time for verify�
ing a Tc with all the nr reference point can be largely
saved�

The number of control points nc can be chosen to
be any number between � and nr� If we use more
control points �i�e�� a larger nc�� then the probability of
�early jump�out� will be higher� In the noiseless case�
treating all the reference points as the control points
in the DARCES procedure �i�e�� choosing nc � nr�
will be the fastest way for solving the fully�contained
�D registration �FC�DR� problem�

Unfortunately� while the strategy of using as many
control points as possible is better for solving the
FC�DR problem� it is not always better for the
partially�overlapping �D registration problem� In
principle� to solve the partially�overlapping �D reg�
istration problem� it is required that all the control
points lie on the overlapping region of the two data
sets� However� the more control points used� the more
likely that some of the control points will fall outside
the overlapping region� Hence� it is an important is�
sue to choose a good number of control points having
good distribution� In general� determining the opti�
mal number of control points is a di�cult problem�
Also� the optimal con�guration of the control points
depends on the size and the shape of the overlapping
region of the two data sets� and thus� is quite data de�
pendent� In our approach� we use a random�selection
strategy to select of the control points� which will be
introduced in the following�

� RANSAC�based DARCES Method

for Partially�Overlapping �D Regis�

tration

In the last section� we have introduced the
DARCES method for solving the FC�DR prob�
lem� In this section� to solve the general partially�
overlapping �D registration problem� we integrate the
DARCES method with a robust estimation method�
the RANSAC scheme 
��� The RANSAC�based
DARCES approach starts by randomly selecting a pri�
mary control point from the scene data set� In our ap�
proach� the secondary and the auxiliary control points
are selected such that they approximately form an ac�
ceptable minimal triangle described at the end of Sec�
tion ���� The other control points are selected around

d

Figure �� An example of selecting �fteen control points
in the index plane�

the acceptable minimal triangle such that they gradu�
ally form a larger triangle� For example� Fig� � shows
the case where �� control points are selected� Once
the control points are selected� the DARCES proce�
dure is performed to �nd possible alignments of these
two data sets� If the rigid transformation found by the
DARCES procedure has overlapping number larger
than a threshold� then that transformation is regard as
the solution of our �D registration task� otherwise� we
select another primary point randomly from the scene
data set� and perform the above procedure again� un�
til it successfully �nds a rigid transformation having a
su�ciently large overlapping number�

��� Statistical Analysis of the Required
Random Trials

A statistical analysis of the required number of ran�
dom trials is given below to show that our method can
solve the partially�overlapping �D registration prob�
lem with only a few random trials� First� consider the
case that three control points are used� To simplify our
analysis� we assume that the overlapping region �OR�
in the index plane of the scene data set is a square
region whose edge length is l as shown in Fig� �� Sup�
pose the shape and size of the triangle used in our
approach is �xed� all of the three control points will
lie on the overlapping region if the primary control
point falls into the eroded overlapping region �EOR��
as shown in Fig� �� Assume that the number of data
points contained in the OR of the scene data set is
no� Then� r � no�ns is referred to as the overlap�

ping ratio of OR� where ns is the number of the scene
data points� From Fig� �� the ratio of the area of the
EOR to that of the OR can be shown to be �l�d���l��
Therefore� in a single random selection� the probabil�
ity that the primary control point lies on the EOR is
p � r��l�d���l�� Hence� the expected times of random
trials is E � ��p������p�p�����p��p���� � ��p� Sim�
ilar derivations can also be used for the case of using
more than three control points� For instance� consider
the case of using �� control points� If the edge length
of the triangle formed by the �rst three control points
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Figure �� If the primary control point selected falls
within the eroded overlapping region �EOR�� then all
of the three control points will fall within the overlap�
ping region �OR��

is ����� mm �which is the same as the ones given in
Section ����� then the edge length formed by the ��
control points is ����� mm� Assume that the edge
length of the overlapping square is ��� mm� and the
overlapping ratio is ����� Then� the expected times of
random trials is ����

��� Coarse To Fine Scheme� Three�Step
Algorithm

The DARCES procedure can reduce the time re�
quired by the exhaustive search for the FC�DR prob�
lem by using the rigidity constraint� However� due
to its exhaustive�search nature� the computation time
is di�cult to be further reduced without using other
constraint� Consequently� if we want to further speed
up the DARCES method without using other con�
straint� the restriction of exhaustive search may have
to be appropriately loosened� That is� by allowing not
to search all the possible alignments� the speed can
be considerably increased �hopefully� without a	ect�
ing the outcome of the search in most cases�� The
speedup strategy we have adopted is the three�step al�

gorithm� which is popular in the �eld of image�video
coding� The three�step algorithm is an n level coarse�
to��ne method� where n is typically �but not restricted
to be� three� In our approach� three�step algorithm is
used to further constrain the search ranges of the pri�
mary control point� Sp� First� the correspondences
of Sp are searched on the grids of the coarsest level
�i�e�� level �� in the index plane� as shown in Fig� ��
The best correspondence obtained from level � is then
used as an initial estimate for the next level� In level
�� the search range for possible correspondences of Sp
can be restricted to a local region around the initial
estimate obtained from level �� Then� the best cor�
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Figure �� The three�step algorithm can be used in
the DARCES approach to speed up the searching for
the correspondence of the primary control point in a
coarse�to��ne manner�

respondence of Sp obtained in level � can be used as
an initial estimate for searching the best correspon�
dence of Mp in level �� Notice that in the three�step
algorithm� only Sp is searched in a coarse�to��ne man�
ner� Once Sp is hypothesized to correspond to a model
point� the correspondence candidates of all the other
control points are searched in the �nest level� Notice
that when combining the RANSAC scheme and the
three�step algorithm� a sequence of increasing thresh�
olds were respectively given in advance for the coarse
to �ne levels� If the overlapping number computed at a
coarser level is smaller than the threshold of this level�
then we give up the search in the �ner levels and im�
mediately start another random trial� This strategy
can make the combination of the RANSAC scheme
and the three�step algorithm more e�cient�

� Experimental Results
Figs� ��a� and �b� show two range data sets of an

object taken from two di	erent views� Their view�
ing angles di	er by about ��o� Each of them con�
tains roughly ���� data points� The RANSAC�based
DARCES method is used to register the data sets con�
tained in the two range images� The three�step algo�
rithm is also used to further speed up the RANSAC�
based DARCES approach� The average registration
error in this experiment is ���� millimeters �mm�� In
our experiment� �� control points are used� Only two
random trials are required for �nding the correct reg�
istration� and the CPU time is ���� seconds including
both the coarse registration and the �ne registration
�using a SGI O� workstation�� Notice that the com�
putation time is measured for the entire �D registra�
tion task� rather than treating some procedures as o	�



line processes �such as feature�extraction and feature�
organization in a feature�based approach�� Fig� � �c�
shows the integration result of the two overlapped data
sets�

Figs� ��a� and �b� show two intensity images of a toy
taken from di	erent views� Their viewing angles also
di	er by about ��o� Each of them contains roughly
���� data points� The range images are taken from
the same views as those for taking the intensity images
of Figs� ��a� and �b�� Then� the two range images
are registered and integrated into a single data set�
The CPU time taken for registration is ��� seconds�
and the registration error is ���� mm� The texture�
mapped image obtained by mapping and blending the
intensity images onto the integrated data set is shown
in Fig� ��c��

Figs� ���a� and �b� show two range data sets of a
model head taken from di	erent view points� Their
viewing angles di	er by about �o� Each of them con�
tains roughly ��� data points� The registered and
integrated �D data set is shown in Fig� ���c�� The
CPU time for registration is ����� seconds because
it takes �� random trials before obtaining the good
transformation� and the average registration error is
��� mm� Figs� ���d� and �e� show the shaded and
the texture�mapped images of Fig� ���c�� respectively�

In Fig� �� �a� and �b�� range images of a pair of
fruits are taken from two di	erent views� Fig� �� �a�
is the right view and Fig� �� �b� is the left view� Their
viewing angles di	er by about ��o� Each of them con�
tains roughly ��� data points� Notice that in this
case the two range data sets contain no good local fea�
tures� Hence� in general� it is di�cult to solve this �D
registration problem if we use a feature�based method�
Nevertheless� by using the RANSAC�based DARCES
approach� the two data sets can be successfully regis�
tered� Fig� �� �c� shows the registered data set which
takes only ���� seconds with two random trials�

� Conclusion and Discussions

The existing techniques for solving the partially�
overlapping �D registration problem have either one
of the following limitations�

�� It requires a good initial estimate of the rigid
transformation between the two data sets� 
��
���

�� It can only be used if the data sets contain su��
cient local features 
�
���

In this paper� we propose the RANSAC�based
DARCES approach which has neither of the above two
limitations� Also� our method is faster than most of

the existing methods which do not require initial esti�
mations� Our approach simply treats the �D registra�
tion problem as a partial�matching problem� and uses
the rigidity constraint among some pre�selected con�
trol points to restrict the search range for matching�
In addition� we have indicated that by appropriately
selecting the number and the distribution of the con�
trol points� the computation time can be greatly re�
duced� We have also shown how to determine the ac�
ceptable minimal triangle formed by the control points
if three control points are used� and how to use the ad�
ditional control points to speed up the search process�
Finally� we integrate our method with the three�step
algorithm� and show that the computation time can
be further reduced while the registration can be still
reliable with the help of the RANSAC scheme� Al�
though the principle used in our approach is simple
and easy�to�implement� to the best knowledge of the
authors� no one have adopted similar ideas to solve
the �D registration problem before� Experiments have
demonstrated that our method is e�cient and reliable
for registering partially�overlapping range images�
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�a� �b�

�c�

Figure �� �a� and �b� show the range data of an object
taken from two di	erent view points� �c� shows the �D
data set obtained by registering and integrating the
�D data sets of �a� and �b��

�a� �b�

�c�

Figure �� �a� and �b� are the intensity images of a toy
taken from two di	erent views where their range data
are taken� The two range data sets are then registered
and integrated into a single data set� �c� shows the
texture�mapped images by mapping and blending the
intensity images onto the integrated �D data set�

�a� �b�

�c� �d� �e�

Figure ��� �a� and �b� show the range data of a model
head taken from di	erent view points� �c� shows the
�D data set obtained by registering and integrating
the �D data sets of �a� and �b�� �d� shows the shaded
image of �c�� and �e� shows the texture�mapped image
of �c��

�a� �b�

�c�

Figure ��� �a� and �b� show the range data of a pair of
fruits taken from di	erent view points� �c� shows the
�D data set obtained by registering and integrating
the �D data sets of �a� and �b��


